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Mountain of Tomorrow
Info for HAP participants and mentors

Why we use the Moutain of tomorrow in the HAP?

Context HAP
After the participating HAP organizations have
explored the challenge, gathered insights,
expressed a call for help and have committed
partners to jointly work on innovative solution, it is
now the time to get into action together.
Purpose Mountain of tomorrow
The mountain of tomorrow has been designed to
create clarity, momentum and shared project
commitment at the start of your collaboration.
Especially when you start an innovation or cocreation project between different individuals,
departments or organizations that haven’t worked
together yet, it is important to scope and align
your project goals and operationalize your
roadmap together. The canvas will help your
move from ideas into concrete steps and actions
to achieve (first) impact & learnings.

How we use the Mountain of Tomorrow in the HAP?
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Mountain runs
The mountain of tomorrow is used as a working document for the
GET phase of the HAP program. Mentors will facilitate three
mountain runs for all teams separately (including their partners) in
between the collective HAP workshops to ensure a structured and
aligned kickstart for the new partnerships, shape a collaborate
long term vision and create focus and concrete results in the short
run.

Mountain run 1
Align ambitions
and ways of
working

Mountain run 2
Operationalize for
short term impact
and learnings

Mountain run 3
Pivot and refine
your plans to scale
your impact
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Mountain run 1 - Steps
1.

Agree upon the collaboration challenge question the compass of your journey together.

Use the question you already have defined earlier and make sure all
the partners are on board to work on solutions for this challenge or
refine to ensure commitment.

2.
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Define the long-term ambition of your potential
solution

Imagine your collaborate impact in 5-10 years. What do you really
hope to accomplish in the long run? Be bold and wild because
anything can happen in 5-10 year.

3.

Define your collaborate project goals within a timeframe of about one year.

What goals do you want your partnership to reach in the upcoming
year? What do you want to create and learn? Who will benefit and
how?
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4. Commit on resources and ways of working
What mindset, knowledge, data, skills, and people within and outside
your organization to you need to reach your goals

General Info
• Full project team (including all partner(s)) need to be present
• 90 minutes workshop
• 100% online using Miro & teams (or similar)
• Preparation time mentor 2 hours
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Mountain run 2 - Steps
1.

Explore the challenges your project is focused on
resolving

Think about challenges users of your solutions are facing and the
hurdles you might need to overcome in trying to solve it
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2. Break your projects goals(approx. 1 year) up in a few
milestones to get there
Take in consideration that your first milestone is about preparing and
setting up a user involvement and your second milestone are the first
results and learnings of this user involvement in the beginning of
April when there is a go/no go decision to continue your effort
together. Yet do look beyond the April scope and think how you can
achieve your one-year project goals
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3. Define and operationalise your sprint till the beginning
of April (HAP program).
Decide on a focus for your user involvement and define concrete
actions to plan and prepare. What needs to be ready in a month to
get into action on the ground? Next what is our planned outcome of
those activities? What do we hope to learn and accomplish?

General Info
• Full project team (including all partner(s)) need to be present
• 90 minutes workshop
• 100% online using Miro & teams (or similar)
• Preparation time mentor 2 hours
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Mountain run 3 - Steps
1.

Adjust your project goals and milestones

Based on your learnings and activities you can pivot your plans for
the upcoming months to achieve your projects goals (or strive for
other results due to new insights)
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2. Envision beyond the year
Think about how the next years might look like to get closer to your
collective ultimate ambition

3. Start defining the resources you need for the
upcoming month
It might be valuable to also think about a strategy to make those
resources available; who do we need to convince and how do we
promote the impact and learnings so far?
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General Info
• Full project team (including all partner(s)) need to be present
• 90 minutes workshop
• 100% online using Miro & teams (or similar)
• Preparation time mentor 2 hours

